CHEP: How We Work For You
CHEP connects people to life's essentials, everyday. We help move more goods, to more people, in more places,
than any other organization on Earth. How do we do it? We've built an extensive logistic network with the largest
supply of shared and reusable pallets and containers in the world. Companies rent our platforms through a circular
business model called pooling. This circular model defines not just how we do things, but who we are as a company.
For over 30 years, CHEP has been the global leader in reusable Intermediate Bulk Container (Pallecon) solutions for
handling liquid and dry products across a diverse range of industries including dairy, flavorings, edible oils, bulk
protein, cosmetics, non-hazardous chemicals, as well as dry goods, packaging and closures.We can help you move
more product to where it needs to be, when it needs to be there – with less waste, less handling, less damages, less
transport, less space and less impact on the environment.
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Customers can easily report and
manage container transactions
online via myCHEP.

CHEP issues high-quality
containers to Fillers.
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Product is filled into CHEP
containers and shipped throughout
the supply chain.

CHEP inspects, repairs, cleans, sanitizes
and dries returned containers to
prepare them for reuse.
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Full containers are received by End Users
and made ready for return to CHEP
Service Centers once emptied.
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The CHEP Sharing Model
Our returnable container supply system functions similarly for all
participating companies, allowing them to transport goods across
the supply chain. This Trip Rental program is a full-service offering
that includes the rental of containers, freight to and from CHEP
service centers, container repair and tracking.

How it works:

When Does It Make Sense to Partner With CHEP?
 Fast turning products (60-90 day cycles).
 Cost reduction or sustainability initiatives.

1) Filler orders empty CHEP containers as needed (via myCHEP)
2) CHEP delivers empty containers

 Long-hauls between Filler and End User locations.

3) Filler transfers full containers to End User
4) End Users request empty container pickup
5) CHEP picks up/returns containers to service center for processing

 Looking to eliminate Drums, Corrugate or
Bottle-In-Cage containers.

Intermediate Bulk Container Solutions for Liquid and Dry Products
At CHEP, we have the widest range of specially designed ibc container, liners and accessories in the industry. Our
solutions are developed to provide the very best protection for your product, giving you an efficient, cost-optimized,
environmentally sustainable way of storing, transporting and protecting bulk liquid and dry goods through your
supply chain. You will have ready-to-use Pallecons when and where you need them. We handle the cleaning,
maintenance, repair, delivery and collection of our containers, allowing you to focus on your core business.

CHEP Liquid Pallecon IBCs:

CHEP Liners & Accessories:

CHEP ComboPro Meat Bins:

+ Reusable, collapsible containers save money
and green your supply chain by minimizing
transportation and disposal costs.

+ Wide range of liners for every application
from open top to form fit, hot fill film and
aseptic, ensuring you have the right liner
every time.

+ Low tare weight and nestability make the
ComboPro very competitive with traditional
expendable combo bins.

+ Smooth interior and exterior walls reduce
harborage points to improve hygiene and
eliminate risk of cross-contamination.
+ Bottom discharge outlet with internal sump
ensures low residual every time you empty
them.
+ Interlocking design allows containers to
stack safely.

+ Protecting your product from contamination.
All of our liners and valves are FSSC22000
and IMS approved, meeting FDA standards
for food contact.
+ More efficient filling and decanting with a
wide range of filling and decanting glands
and valves, including aseptic applications.

+ Elimination of ribs, pockets, crevasses, hinges
and rough surfaces allow for a high level of
hygiene.
+ Integrates seamlessly with existing dump
equipment.
+ Durable design and construction provides
better product protection.

Meeting Consumer Demand in a Smart and Sustainable Way
Our mission is to help customers build smarter, more sustainable supply chains. Using our network visibility and the power of our logistics
platform, we work together with manufacturers and retailers to solve shared challenges by eliminating waste, eradicating empty miles and
cutting out inefficiencies. To accelerate that, we launched the Zero Waste World program, a new working collaboration for leading companies
committed to creating smarter, more sustainable supply chains. A few of the key CHEP resources include:
+ Digital solutions for asset tracking and customer goods visibility powered by BXB Digital.
+ ISTA-certified packaging performance testing, e-commerce testing and unit load optimization at the CHEP Innovation Center and Test Track,
the only facility of its kind in the world.
+ Ideation sessions and site assessments from CHEP experts to to identify and implement initiatives, reducing costs and improving efficiencies.
+ Reusable transit packaging solutions for raw materials, ingredients and bulk finished goods.
+ Solutions for transport collaboration, order optimization, store fulfillment, on-site services, storage programs and more.

To learn how CHEP’s Solutions can help you
improve your supply chain, please contact us at:

@CHEPna
CHEP Supply Chain Solutions
Keep up with CHEP on LinkedIn

CUS-19603

Learn how we are solving for
common industry challenges @
brambles.com/zero-waste-world

www.chep.com

1-888-873-2277

info.containers@chep.com
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